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The (C&MD)
ONGC,Jeevan Bharati, Tower-II
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi: 110 001.

T01

The Director-HR
ONGC,Jeevan Bharati, Tower-II
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi: 110 001.

Subject: "Poverty is the parent of revolt and crime", yet poverty of Moral
and Motivation is largely becoming the pursuance of the day.

Respected Sir,

The present status of the wage revIsion made effective from 01/01/2007
halfheartedly has created wide spread de- motivation in all class and cadre of
employees be it executive non-executive. In the recent past your authority
had quoted:

({The biggest resource base for a company is its human capital and I
Proudly say today that the employee motivation is at its highest
level in the company1s history".

It may sound offensive, but the fact is all that has evaporated into the thin air,
We request your esteem authority to use your machinery to go in the field on-
shore off-shore and analyze for yourself what is the mind blend of our biggest
recourse capital.



It is not that we have turned a blind eye for the circumstances prevailing at
the top and pointing fingers, it is also rightly pointed out by the joint secretary
(E) that, Oil sector is the single biggest sector in the economy of our country.
ONGC is the biggest organization in the oil sector. Therefore, everyone who
works in ONGC can be justifiably proud we belong to a system which is the
single largest contributor to the economy which touches the life of every
individual and household. Hence it is our justifiable claim, requesting your
esteemed authority not to treat non executives with an eye of discrimination.

In the recently concluded 71st JCM in New Delhi i.e. on 30/06/2009, we did
not pursue two issues:

1. White goods or Furniture and house hold purchase scheme.

2. Additional house building advance for major repairs and
Renovation,

As these two issues remain freezed then, we took up the issues of Laptop to
all nonexecutives and mobile phone to "w" level as the matter has
precipitated for quite some time. After a long deliberation, it was worked out
that laptop will be extended to "s" level and down bellow second computer
advance will be provided on depreciation procedure, so also a positive view
was taken towards extending mobile phones to "w" level considering small
percentage of employees in the said category and their actual level of
activities in the field due to constraint of manpower.

To the surprise of non- executives setting aside all the above perception of
JCM, defreezing the above two schemes of White goods and additional HBA it
was decided to extend and limit the facilities up to executives only. Office
Orders to affect the same are already being released, as gift on the occasion
of ONGCday.

We once again request your esteemed authority to use a single umbrella in
sheltering all employees, as your authority has quoted, {(It is important to
build Moral and Motivation, we must think to treat employees as assetsand
address their welfare and provide satisfactory opportunities to grow".



The above facilities has acted as buffers in view to the wage revision for
executives, to maintain the sprits high of all non executives the said facilities
for betterment be extended without further delay, with the firm conviction
that the present board along with you is a employee friendly management

Pradeep ayekar
(General Secretary)
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